
IT-PS   2-FACTOR-LOCK:

The threat is very real.

Emotet shows how cyber attacks can wreak
havoc. This Trojan has caused massive
system devastation in recent years.
Companies lost all their company data,
online backups, replications and snapshots
within a very short time.
The problem: using redundant systems,
clusters, and two-location approaches just
isn’t enough.

2-factor-lock is the solution.

The safer way to deal with this threat is two-
factor authentication at administrator level.
With 2-Factor-Lock, IT-PS has developed a
globally unique safeguarding system for your
core infrastructure that is simple, manu-
facturer-agnostic and universally applicable.
Users are only granted access if they can
present their password together with a token
generated in real time.

Protect your core infrastructure with a globally unique system of safeguards
Developed by the Austrian IT experts at IT-PS
Manufacturer-agnostic for universal use
Two-factor authentication
Open Source: easy to use and cost-effective

YOUR EXTRA PROTECTION AGAINST
CYBER ATTACKS AS EASY AS CAN BE



As 2-Factor-Lock is based on open source
components, you can continue to use and
extend the solution as you wish, once it is
installed. There are no license fees or
maintenance costs.

2-Factor-Lock from IT-PS runs on all
systems. It safeguards any IT infrastructure
that enables remote access. We
recommend integrating it into a central
authentication service such as LDAP. 

Easy to install
High security
Manufacturer-agnostic
Cost-effective at an all-inclusive price
Without additional costs or licences

Compact solution,
huge benefit!

Freedom at low costs

Compatibility is key

Safeguard your data – now! 2-Factor-Lock
has everything you would expect from a
comprehensive security solution:

To know more about how 2-Factor-Lock from IT-PS can protect your
data from unauthorized access, contact us!

Available as
Single Site
or
High Availability
Solution!
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